ADVANCED CYBER SECURITY PROTECTION
Cyber Security

Government, financial institutions, public and private enterprises are heavily reliant on the
Internet and IT systems and these systems are at constant risk from malicious cyber attacks.
An attack is usually intended to inflict damage or expropriate information from an organisation
for the purpose of theft of payment-card data, customer details, company secrets or
intellectual property. Organisations such as Talk Talk, Yahoo and the US Department of
Justice are just a few that have experienced embarrassing breaches of their data records.

Cyber attacks are
becoming more
advanced, more
malicious & more
frequent

This year has seen an upsurge of cybercrime. With both Petra and WannaCry ransomware
causing major disruption to several large global and national organisations including,
advertising agency WPP, The UK National Health Service and logistics company Maersk.

The Challenge

These attacks are becoming increasingly more sophisticated. with criminals
using a variety of advanced malware and vectors to attack their intended
targets, whether it be government systems, company networks or individual
personal devices.
These advanced cyber attacks bypass traditional security solutions, and
therefore are becoming more difficult and challenging to detect, prevent,
investigate and respond to.
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Our Solution

Spires is a leading provider of advanced security and intelligence software,
helping governments, critical infrastructure and businesses mitigate and prevent
terror, crime and cyber threats.
We proactively protect data and assets from even the most sophisticated cyber
attacks. We help Detect, Prevent, Analyse and Respond to zero-day exploits,
advanced persistent threats, ransomware, malware and unknown threats of the
future. We provide the ultimate defence and complete protection!
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ADVANCED CYBER SECURITY PROTECTION
Our Technology: Introducing PARANOID
Our PARANOID anti-APT (advanced persistent threat) platform has the ability to detect the currently
undetectable threats that outsmart & bypass all security and has be designed to prevent targeted and
advanced cyber attacks. Based on a unique last-line-of-defence approach, PARANOID will protect sensitive
data and critical assets by mitigating threats that are able to outsmart all other security layers.
PARANOID’s uniqueness is, while first and second generation security solutions need to have some prior
information about the threat in order to detect it (based on signatures, vulnerabilities, exploitation method,
etc.), PARANOID runs on a completely different paradigm. PARANOID is proven to detect and prevent with
no prior information about the threat and therefore is a ‘threat-agnostic’ solution, capable of dealing with most
types of brand new and designated APT’s.

Our Service

By subscribing to our services, customers are adding improved levels of capability in dealing with
unknown threats. We ensure best performance by combining PARANOID technology, Cyber experts,
forensics researchers, intelligence and response teams.
Customers enjoy immediate protection and our GWR (Global War Room) will begin monitoring as soon
as our sensors are applied to our clients’ endpoints. Our service includes basic, intermediate and
advanced packages, providing customers with the most appropriate service based on their current and
future needs.
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 24/7 monitoring of connection across endpoints
 Proactive identification of Indicators of Compromise
(IOCs), early detection of zero day attacks
 Risk and impact assessments for all types of threats
 Extend and enrich endpoint security via advanced
policy services
 Mitigation and actionable reports followed by a
remediation plan
 Response team

Our experts are equipped to
tailor the solutions and services
to help provide optimal results in
any environment.

Full end-to-end
Highly experienced
team of security experts service capability

Advanced
technology

Cost efficient

Scalable and flexible Proven and
subscription package tested in field
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Delivering innovative security solutions to complex situations
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